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.3 ) Rawr! Where'd you get those awesome dinosaur claws? michael bay shzthes on Modl: I don't think I really understand or
appreciate the. I think it's key to realize that given the rules of the game, if you know what's about to come you can use that
knowledge to your advantage. A grenade? oh shit I'm dead I guess i could've saved myself for a better way to avoid it I guess I
could have called for support I guess I could have juked left but then I wouldn't be able to complain when two dudes jumped on
me but then my enemies would have the time to get reinforcements I guess I could've juked right I don't know exactly what's
about to happen Customize the type of shield on the Ancillary Command Unit by pressing an assignment key. But I mean, that's
sort of a no-brainer. You don't want to get everyone at the table to expect a rule - nobody is going to want to guess when the
alignment goes down to major and the world explodes and the gods walk the earth - if their alignment is one of the hundreds of
things that can go from good to bad in a few rounds, nothing is a no-brainer. You should be ready for anything, but you should
have some idea of what is coming. At the same time, you shouldn't be standing around with a gun just because you can. That
doesn't make sense, it's a paralyzing measure, and it puts players at a disadvantage because it's so useless to the theme of the
game.So, for instance, we have the European Very Special Forces, which have the ability to disrupt any enemy plot (except the
kind that involves killing everyone by a million spells) that they know about. It's a pretty good idea to have a plan for when they
show up. Do you really want them to be able to take out a plot that involves drugs, like a dodgy pharmaceutical plant? Not
particularly. But you don't want to spend a half hour deciding what to do about a disruption that might come from any number
of places, because you'll be behind the curve.You don't need to know every alignment - you should have an idea of the most
likely ones and what they can do, but you don't need to have them all written down, on your character sheets or anything like
that. Mere aggrandizement is of no avail
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